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Quintessential inflation
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We present an explicit observationally acceptable model for evolution from inflation to the present epoch
under the assumption that the entropy and matter of the familiar universe are from gravitational particle
production at the end of inflation. This eliminates the problem of finding a satisfactory coupling of the inflaton
and matter fields. Since the inflaton potentialV(f) may be a monotonic function of the inflatonf, the inflaton
energy could produce an observationally significant effective cosmological constant, as in quintessence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A satisfactory inflation model for the very early univer
has to account for the entropy in matter—the fields
present-day physics or their predecessors. The usual ass
tion is that the entropy comes from the decay of the infla
field or fieldsf whose stress-energy tensor drives inflatio
In this scenario the inflaton rolls toward a minimum of
potential where it oscillates, and the oscillations are dam
by the production of quanta of fields coupled tof. The cou-
plings have to be extremely weak, to protect the flat infla
potential which is necessary for a successful inflation pictu
but at the same time strong enough to allow efficient th
malization of the inflaton energy density. Models satisfyi
these criteria do not arise naturally in particle physics; th
have to be constructedad hoc.

A less commonly discussed alternative is that the entr
in the matter fields comes from gravitational particle prod
tion at the end of inflation.1 Since the inflaton does not in
teract with matter, and its energy density can roll monoto
cally toward zero, it is a candidate for a present-day effec
cosmological constant. This picture merits broader disc
sion. To this end we present a specific example that we
lieve satisfies the main observational constraints. Our ch
of the inflaton potential is presented in the next section. T
results of a numerical integration of the evolution from i
flation to the present are shown in Fig. 1.

Ford@2# first investigated gravitational particle productio
at the end of inflation, and pointed out that particles crea
this way could account for the entropy of the present u
verse. Inflation would be followed by a period of expansi
dominated by the energy densityrf of the inflaton. Ford
noted that if the kinetic partḟ2/2 were dominant the energ
density would decay with the expansion factora(t) as rf
}a26, so the expansion could become radiation-domina

1In another terminology, matter fields end up in squeezed st
after inflation@1#.
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before light element production. Spokoiny@3# added the idea
that the inflaton could end up as the scalar field that Pee
and Ratra@4# proposed serves as an effective present-

es

FIG. 1. Evolution in quintessential inflation. The total mass de
sity is plotted as a heavy solid line, the lighter line is the ma
density in the inflaton, and the dashed line is the inflaton field va
The bottom curve is the density parameter~the fractional contribu-
tion to the square of the Hubble parameter by the mass densitie
relativistic and nonrelativistic matter!. The end of inflation, marked
by the earliest~left-hand! filled squares, is defined by the maximu
of a(t)H(t) ~the minimum value of the comoving Hubble length!.
Radiation-dominated expansion commences at the next squ
The next square indicates the epoch of equal mass densities i
diation and nonrelativistic matter. The last squares mark the pre
epoch at radiation temperatureT;3 K. The parameterM in the
potential @Eqs. ~5! to ~7!# is chosen so the present value of th
density parameter in matter isVm50.3. The model for the matte
assumesR51 @Eq. ~14!# andNth51000 effective scalar fields a
first thermalization. Annihilation of the extra fields atT
51000 GeV causes the step in the mass density at redshz
;1016 @Eq. ~30!#.
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P. J. E. PEEBLES AND A. VILENKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 063505
cosmological constant. Spokoiny@3# presented examples o
potentialsV(f) in which there is a transition from inflation
to kinetic energy-dominated expansion, and he conside
the conditions under which the expansion later is domina
again by the inflaton. Since gravity waves are produced
inflation with the same energy density per component as
matter fields, the entropy at very high redshift must be d
tributed among enough matter field components that grav
tional waves do not make a significant contribution to t
expansion rate during light element production. We disc
this condition in Sec. VI, along with the possible detection
the gravitational waves by future detectors. Other poss
connections to observations include the effect of the kin
energy-dominated expansion on relict particle abundan
as discussed by Kamionkowski and Turner@5#, and on
baryogenesis, as considered by Joyce@6# and Joyce and
Prokopec@7#. There may also be a conceptual value to
postulate that the inflaton potential resides in a sector tha
not coupled to matter fields, and so may assume a simple
possibly ‘‘natural’’ form.

Terminology might be mentioned. Spokoiny@3# calls the
kinetic energy-dominated period ‘‘deflationary;’’ Joyce@6#
prefers ‘‘kination.’’ Caldwell, Dave, and Steinhardt@8# pro-
pose the name ‘‘quintessence’’ for a field that acts like E
stein’s cosmological constantL. Since the model under dis
cussion reduces the role of the inflaton to the essen
operation of driving inflation, and adds the possibility th
the inflaton ends up as quintessence, we call the pic
‘‘quintessential inflation.’’

II. THE MODEL

We consider inflation driven by a single scalar inflat
field f that interacts only with gravity and itself by the po
tential V(f). The matter fields are scalar, spinor and gau
fields of some grand unified theory, and are supposed to
in their vacuum states during inflation.

The homogeneous part of the inflaton field satisfies

d2f

dt2
13

ȧ

a

df

dt
52

dV

df
, ~1!

where the expansion rate is

H25~ ȧ/a!25~rf1rm!/mpl
2 , ~2!

and the Planck mass is written as

mpl5~8pG/3!21/254.231018 GeV, ~3!

with \515c. The energy density in the inflaton is

rf5ḟ2/21V~f!, ~4!

andrm(t) is the matter energy density after inflation.
We adopt the inflaton potential

V5l~f41M4! for f,0,
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f41M4 for f>0. ~5!

At 2f@M this is a ‘‘chaotic’’ inflation potential@10#; at
f@M it is a ‘‘quintessence’’ form of the type considered
Refs.@4,8,9#. We adopt

l51310214, ~6!

from the condition that present-day large-scale struct
grows from quantum fluctuations frozen intof during
inflation.2 The following sections establish bounds on t
constant energy parameterM . The example in Figure 1 as
sumes the present density parameter in matter isVm;0.3,
with Vf512Vm;0.7 in the inflaton. Then with the mode
for matter and radiation in Secs. V and VI,

M583105 GeV. ~7!

III. KINETIC ENERGY-DOMINATED EXPANSION

We assume the inflaton starts atf!2mpl and rolls to-
ward zero. Inflation ends atf;2mpl when a substantial par
of the potential energy has turned into the kinetic energy
the inflaton. This is followed by a kinetic energy-dominat
period whereV(f) and the matter energy density terms
Eqs.~1! to ~4! are negligible. Here the solution to Eq.~1! is
ḟ}a23, and the energy density is

rf'ḟ2/2;lmpl
4 ~ax /a!6, ~8!

whereax is the expansion factor at the end of inflation. Th
expression in the expansion rate Eq.~2! yields

a;t1/3, f521/2mpl ln~a/ax!. ~9!

The central point, as shown by Ford@2# and Spokoiny@3#, is
that the inflaton energy density decreases faster than th
radiation, so if the potential remains negligible the energy
the particles produced at the end of inflation eventua
dominates. Our potential decreases only logarithmically w
a, V;lM8mpl

24@ ln(a/ax)#
24, so if the radiation remains sub

dominant V(f) approaches the kinetic energy density
scale factora* given by

a*
ax

;S mpl

M D 4/3

ln2/3S mpl

M D . ~10!

2On scales of astronomical interest the only difference from ‘‘ch
otic’’ inflation with V(f)5lf4 is the increased expansion factor
the end of inflation. Since the adiabatic density fluctuations fr
the frozen inflaton depend on the logarithm of the expansion fa
@10#, the increased expansion is not significant. In conventional
flation the value ofl from the Cosmic Background Explore
~COBE! normalization@11# is three times the rounded value in E
~6!. Again, the precise value ofl is not important.
5-2
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QUINTESSENTIAL INFLATION PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 063505
The expansion then enters inflation from which it never
covers. Our model has a chance to work3 only if the matter
energy densityrm(ax) at the end of inflation is large enoug
to dominate the inflaton energy density ata5ar,a* . We
now turn to the estimate ofrm .

IV. PARTICLE CREATION AND THE RADIATION ERA

Particle creation at the end of inflation can be studied
the standard methods of quantum field theory in curv
spacetime@12#. For a massless scalar fieldx described by the
Lagrangian

L5
1

2
~]mx!22

1

2
jRx2, ~11!

whereR is the scalar curvature, this has been done by F
@2# in the limit of nearly conformal coupling,uj2 1

6 u!1. He
assumes that during inflation the spacetime is close to
Sitter, and that inflation is immediately followed b
radiation-dominated expansion. His result for the ene
density of the created particles is

rm5RHx
4~ax /a!4, ~12!

whereHx is the Hubble parameter, inflation ends ata5ax ,
and the numerical factor is4

R;1022~126j!2. ~13!

Ford’s analysis@2# was extended to arbitrary values ofj @13#
and to arbitrary power-law expansion after inflation@15#. In
all casesR;1022. We assume minimal coupling,j50, and
adoptR50.01 per scalar field component.

Free massless spinor and gauge fields are conform
invariant, so their contribution torm is suppressed relative t
scalar fields.5 Thus in a simple model of gravitational pro
duction of quanta with negligible rest mass the matter ene
density is given by Eq.~12! with

R;1022Ns , ~14!

3One sees from Eqs.~8! and ~9! that rf after inflation remains
dominated by the kinetic energy part untilrm becomes important if
the potential varies as rapidly asV}e2f/fc with fc,mpl /(3&).
In our example the exponential variation ofV with f is replaced by
the rapid functional change ofV at f;0 because of the small valu
of M /mpl .

4The ‘‘sudden’’ approximation, in which the de Sitter line eleme
is matched to the radiation-dominated one, is adequate for m
with wave numbersk!Hx and can be expected to give corre
orders of magnitude fork;Hx . Particle production is strongly sup
pressed fork@Hx . The main contribution torm is given by the
modes withk;Hx , and thus Eq.~13! can be regarded only as a
order-of-magnitude estimate.

5In the case of interacting fields, particle production can oc
even if the field equations are conformally invariant. This is due
the conformal anomaly of the quantum theory@14#.
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whereNs is the number of scalar fields.
We consider next the thermalization ofrm . For l

510214 the Hubble parameter at the end of inflation is

Hx;l1/2mpl;1012 GeV, ~15!

at the earliest filled squares in Fig. 1. The created partic
have typical energye;Hx(ax /a) and number densityn
;Re3. As Spokoiny@3# noted, the particles interact by th
exchange of gauge bosons and establish thermal equilib
among the fermions and gauge bosons when the interac
ratens becomes comparable to the expansion rateH. Here,
s;a2e22 anda;0.120.01 is the gauge coupling constan
With H;Hx(ax /a)3, thermalization occurs at

ath /ax;a21R21/2;~102– 103!Ns
21/2, ~16!

only a few orders of magnitude expansion from the end
inflation, at temperature

Tth;rm
1/4~ath!;R3/4aHx;109Ns

3/4 GeV. ~17!

During kinetic-energy dominated expansion the ratio
energy densities in matter and the inflaton is@Eqs. ~8! and
~12!#

rm /rf;lR~a/ax!
2. ~18!

Radiation-dominated expansion thus begins at expan
factor

ar /ax;~lR!21/2, ~19!

at the second earliest filled squares in Fig. 1. We requirear
,a* , wherea* is given by Eq.~10!. With R;0.0121, this
gives the condition

M,~1013– 1014! GeV, ~20!

well above the value for quintessence@Eq. ~7!#. The tempera-
ture at the start of radiation-dominated expansion is, fr
Eq. ~14!,

Tr;rm
1/4~ar !;lR3/4mpl;103Ns

3/4 GeV. ~21!

V. EVOLUTION THROUGH THE RADIATION ERA
TO THE PRESENT

At a;ar the inflaton satisfies

f r;21/2mpl ln~lR!21/2, ḟ r;R3/2l2mpl
2 . ~22!

In an extended period afterar the potential gradient term in
the field equation~1! for f is negligible and the solution fo
radiation-dominated expansion with the initial conditio
~22! is f5A2B(t r /t)1/2, with A'f r andB;mpl . That is,
f is increasing quite slowly. During matter-dominated e
pansion there is a stable increasing solution,

f5kl1/6M4/3t1/3, ~23!
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where k5(72/5)1/6 in the radiation era andk531/3 in the
nonrelativistic matter era. The inflaton remains close to c
stant atf;f r until this solution becomes comparable tof r ,
at

ta;l21/2mpl
3 M 24@ ln~lR!21/2#3;1011 yr, ~24!

for our parameters. Since this is much greater than
present expansion time,rf is nearly constant from the end o
kinetic-energy dominated expansion to the present, as in
1. The present energy density in the inflaton thus isrf
;V(f r), and the condition that this is comparable to t
total present energy density is

M;l21/8mpl
3/4Ho

1/4@ ln~lR!21#1/2;106 GeV, ~25!

close to the numerical result@Eq. ~7!#.
When the energy densityrf in the inflaton remains sub

dominant toa.ar , the expansion factor from the end o
inflation to the time whenrf reaches the nearly consta
valueV(f r) follows as in Eq.~10!,

a* /ax;~mplf r !
2/3/M4/3. ~26!

This is a* /ax;1018 for our parameters.
It might be noted that the model is not sensitive to t

power law index in the potential after inflation. The potent
in Eq. ~5! at f.0 may be generalized to

V5
lM4

11~f/M !a . ~27!

SinceV at a* ,a,ao is determined by the density param
eterVf512Vm50.7 and Hubble’s constant, which fix th
present value ofrf , the combinationlM41a/f r

a is indepen-
dent of a. For a54 and l51310214 we requireM /mpl
52310213 to agree withVf . For the same value ofl and
a56 we needM /mpl51.3310210, and, for a52, M /mpl
54310218. For this range of values of the power law inde
a and the indicated scaling ofM the evolution to the presen
is very similar to what is shown in Fig. 1.

At a.a0 , when the inflaton energy dominates, the infl
tionary expansion can be described in the slow roll appro
mation, which neglectsf̈ in Eq. ~1! and the kinetic energy
density term in Eq.~4!. This gives

f'f r~11CH0t !1/4,

a}expF 2

C
~11CH0t !1/2G , ~28!

where C516mpl
2 /3f r

2'0.01 and we have usedHo

'V(f r)/mpl
2 for the present expansion rate. The expans

rate remains nearly constant and the growth off is approxi-
mately linear int until the timetb;1/CHo;1012yr.

VI. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES

Overproduction of gravitational waves is one of the da
gers to be watched for in quintessential inflation. Gravito
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are described by the same equation as a minimally cou
scalar field, so the energy density of gravitons at the end
inflation is twice that of a single scalar field because of
two graviton polarization states@16#. Quanta of the inflaton
field f will also be produced, so the ratio of energy densit
in the graviton-inflaton quanta and the matter density@Eqs.
~12!,~14!# at the end of inflation is

r x5
rgi

rm
~a;ax!;

3

Ns
. ~29!

The annihilation of field quanta as the temperature falls
low the mass conserves entropy~apart from the neutrinos a
z;1010!, so the matter temperature varies asTm
}a21N21/3, whereN(T) is the effective number of spin
degrees of freedom in equilibrium at temperatureT. Thus the
mass fraction in graviton and inflaton quanta immediat
before electron-positron annihilation is

r n5
rgi

rm
~a;an!'

3

Ns
S Nn

Nth
D 1/3

,0.07. ~30!

At matter thermalization following the end of inflation,Nth
;102– 103. When light element production commences
z;1010, Nn510.75 ~in radiation with N52, electron-
positron pairs, and three families of neutrinos!. One extra
neutrino family would increase the mass density by 16%.
indicated in Eq.~30!, the standard model for the light ele
ments requires that the gravitons add significantly less t
this @16#.

In a minimal grand unified theory~GUT!, the only light
particles with masses belowHx are those of the standar
model. HereNs54 ~the electroweak Higgs doublet!, N th
;102, andr n;0.3, the equivalent of two new neutrino fam
lies. This is unacceptable within the standard model.
model with an intermediate symmetry breaking scale at
ergy &Hx can give a substantially largerNs . Alternatively,
in supersymmetric theories there is a complex scalar field
each chiral quark or lepton. For the minimal model this giv
Ns5104 andr n;0.01, well within the bound in Eq.~30!.

The spectrum of gravitational waves differs from th
usual inflation picture@16# because of the long kinetic
energy-dominated period. Gravitational waves are produ
with strain per logarithmic interval of frequencyhg
;Hx /mpl at Hubble length crossing during inflation. Th
amplitude is nearly constant6 until the proper wavelength
re-crosses the Hubble length at expansion parameterav , af-
ter which the amplitude decreases as 1/a(t) to present value

hg;~Hx /mpl!av /ao , H~av!;vao /av , ~31!

6More accurately, when the proper wavelength is much lar
than the Hubble length, anda}t1/3 during kinetic energy-dominated
expansion, the more rapidly growing solution to the field equat

ḧg13ḣgȧ/a50 is hg5 ln t @15#. Here we ignore this slow evolu
tion. A more careful analysis by Giovannini@15# shows that it re-
sults in a logarithmic correction to the gravitational wave spectr
~34!, hg}v21/2 ln(vx /v).
5-4
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QUINTESSENTIAL INFLATION PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 063505
at present expansion parameterao and present proper fre
quencyv. Waves that pass the Hubble length at the time
equality of mass densities in relativistic and nonrelativis
matter have present frequency

veq;3310216VmHz. ~32!

Waves that pass the Hubble length at the end of inflation
at the start of radiation-dominated expansion have pre
frequencies

vx;ToR21/4;1011 Hz,

v r;lR3/4To;1023 Hz, ~33!

for our parameters. The part of the gravitational wave sp
trum that starts oscillating during kinetic energy-domina
expansion, atv r,v,vx , is @15#

hg;
To

3/2

R3/8mplv
1/2;10224S v r

v
D 1/2

. ~34!

Betweenv r and veq the frequency dependence changes
hg}v21, the same as usual inflation models.

The form of the gravitational wave spectrum atv.v r
can serve as an observational signature of quintessentia
flation. The signal in our example is too small to be detec
by interferometric gravitational wave detectors under c
struction, including the Laser Interferometric Gravitation
Wave Observatory~LIGO! and VIRGO, but may be within
reach of future detectors.

VII. DISCUSSION

The model meets several observational constraints.
mordial density fluctuations are essentially the same as
chaotic inflation model@10#, and lead to the adiabatic col
dark matter model for structure formation. This is viable b
not yet shown to be unique. Perhaps topological defects
originate near the end of inflation, or the fields that produ
the entropy in this model, also play a role in structure f
mation. The expansion becomes radiation-dominated at
shift z;1018, well before light element production, and th
energy density in gravitational waves may be tolerab
Baryogenesis remains an open issue, as in conventiona
flation @6,7#. The model is adjusted to present-day dens
parameterVm50.3. There is considerable evidence for th
low value @17#. There is evidence for the zero space curv
06350
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ture required here and in usual inflation, from the redsh
magnitude relation for type Ia supernovae@18,19#. This dif-
ficult measurement should be checked for consistency w
other constraints onL. The reading of evidence from th
anisotropy of the thermal cosmic background radiat
~CBR! on openvs.cosmologically flat models still is mixed
@20,21#.

Our model fails to show the tracking of the inflaton an
matter mass densities proposed by Zlatev, Wang and S
hardt @9#. We have checked that in the range of values
,a,6 for the potentialV}f2a @Eq. ~27!# well after infla-
tion the energy densityrf in the inflaton is quite close to
constant over ten orders of magnitude of expansion cent
on the present epoch. During this time the inflaton pressur
quite close to2rf , so the field does not respond signifi
cantly to gravitational perturbations. Thus we suspect tha
contrast to the tracking case@22,8#, it will be difficult to find
classical cosmological tests that distinguish our model fr
a Friedmann-Lemaıˆtre model with constant Lambda.

There are arguably unnatural features of our model. F
the model parameters have to be tuned to arrange infl
domination at the present epoch. This problem is commo
all cosmological scenarios withVm,1. Second, it is some
what unnatural for a small massM!mpl to appear in the
potential of the inflaton fieldf interacting only with gravity.
Both problems can be addressed in models with an e
inflaton field x in which M is not a constant but a slowly
varying function ofx. Different parts of the universe would
then thermalize with different values ofM . Regions with
M@106 GeV would become inflaton-dominated before r
diation drag allows galaxy formation; galaxies and observ
like us would be most common in neighborhoods with t
lowest local values ofM . This is similar to the anthropic
selection of the cosmological constant, as discussed in@23#.

The quintessential inflation model simplifies the role
the inflaton by decoupling it from the matter. It remains to
seen whether this will aid the search for a believable phys
basis for the inflaton.
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